must achieve "reliability of twice its predecessor" and one-Headquarters, US Army Materiel Command, half the maintenance burden. The Army recognizes that a Alexandria dedication to RAM can yield high payoffs.
To attack the overall RAM problem, the Army has personnel with the kind of equipment that stays on line. The US developed some initiatives. To get at the problem as early Army Materiel Command is taking aggressive steps to ensure that as possible in the system life-cycle, the Army has upgraded systems achieve their RAM requirements. Too often the Army RAM and made it one of the major factors in contractor has been accused of settling for minimum performance. As is well proposal evaluation For example (figure 1) in the T800 known, industry is reactive; it responds to pressure to improve engine source selection, RAM and ILS (integrated logistic what the customer thinks is important.
.~~support) were worth 30 percent of the total selection An important step to getting higher levels of reliability and port) erewoth3 percent of th alseleto maintainability is to stand together with the Air Force and Navy points. This equalled the percentage of points assigned to customers and demand that RAM design and manufacturing the Technical and Cost categories and was triple the disciplines are carried out and contractual RAM requirements are percentage assigned to the Management category. In the achieved. old way of selection, RAM would have been buried in the The achievement of requirements must be accomplished dur-Technical category with a very low percentage of points.
ing system development and fielding. Improved RAM results in improved productivity, user satisfaction, and lower operating and To avoid fielding materiel with safety and reliability Copperhead Projectile exemplify the type of success that problems, the Army has instituted a component safety prowe have had with RAM. For example, the Bradley is now gram. This program establishes safe operation requireachieving a MTBF of over 2.5 times the original require-ments and controls for critical items without waiting for ment. Successes like this have resulted in a new Army catastrophic mishaps or mission failures. Contractors have RAM initiative. The Army has established a goal of reduc-been asked to identify critical design characteristics and to ing RAM driven O&S costs by 50 percent. This parallels institute intensified manufacturing and quality controls on the Air Force R&M 2000 thrust where any new system these items during R&D and on into production. These same identification and control requirements are carried A new regulation is being written to institutionalize Army through to maintenance and overhaul activities as ilprograms and to ensure that the materiel received is proplustrated by figure 2. erly designed for corrosion prevention. Launch Rocket System (MLRS) launcher system requires adding electronics which could degrade overall perfor-The established requirements on items in actual use are mance. Inserting ESS into the program will help eliminate validated and revised if necessary. The program covers the any new failure modes or defects and hence retain the critical items throughout the life cycle, including field-data overall system reliability at a satisfactory level. reporting. There is a closed-loop corrective action system Another initiative is the Continuous Evaluation Profor any problems.
cess. This process provides the members of the acquisition Recent actions mandating weapon-system warranties team with a continuous flow of information pertinent to have a direct impact on the expense of corrective action. the system status, from the development of the operational The Army insists that contractors are responsible for and organizational (O&O) plan, through deployment and materiel that does not meet specification. Conformance to assessment of field performance. The main objective of specification applies to operational requirements as well as this process is to identify, early in the program, critical plant acceptance. The Army has structured its warranties items that may have an impact in important decisions. to accept an anticipated level of failures. This anticipated-Essentially, this process ensures that: failure concept recognizes that no design is perfect and an anticipated level of failures will occur. Failures which ex-* test and evaluation requirements are realistic ceed the anticipated level are rightfully the expense of the * the test program is stabilized contractor. The Army will not pay for this warranty a common test-and-design database is readily accoverage bec4use the basic contract price includes the RAM cessible and is used in the evaluation process requirement, and excessive failures show that the requireduplication in testing is avoided ment was not met. RAM data are being used increasingly current system data are available for use in future in defining the contracted anticipated failure warranty system developments. threshold.
Another Army program that has a variety of factory This continuous evaluation process reduces development and field considerations is the corrosion prevention and costs and improves RAM through timely corrective accontrol (CPC) program. The environments in which the tions. For example, in the HELLFIRE Program, the Army Army must use its equipment require that both designers validates the manufacturing process initially through first and maintenance personnel be attentive to the effects of article tests and revalidates it through production reliabilicorrosion. The Army supports their efforts with CPC ty verification tests, periodic environmental tests, and flytraining and a center of excellence at the Materials before-deployment & fly-before-buy tests. In each of the Technology Laboratory. This center provides technical extests, the failures are analyzed and corrective actions pertise in the subject and is available to assist program taken. Reliability growth tracking is used to monitor flight managers, designers, and product assurance engineers. In test progress. the commodity commands, the Army has established corro-The Army monitors the implementation of these inision prevention advisory boards to help program managers. tiatives through the program manager system assessment review process. This is a comprehensive look at a program FIGURE 4 The Army has long recognized RAM as a smart in-Washington DC. In 1953 he transferred to the Industrial Division, Office vestment. A commitment to field systems with higher of the Chief of Ordnance, where he was Chief of the Quality Control Ofreliability and less maintenance is essential. The future bat-fice until the reorganization of the Army in 1962 August. His present tlefield demands that the Army exploit new technologies assignment is Deputy Chief of Staff for Product Assurance and Testing, Headquarters, US Army Materiel Command, Alexandria, Virginia. which allow major improvements in system RAM while Mr. Lorber is a Fellow of the American Society for Quality Control reducing dependence on a vulnerable support structure. and a member of the Society of American Value Engineers, the American Defense Preparedness Association, and the Society of Logistics AUTHOR Engineers. He has given numerous presentations to various society
